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New Year Greetings
I've been thinking about what it means to say 'Happy New
Year'. In particular I'm contemplating what will be 'new'
about the year that stands before us.
As I write the omicron variant is being described as a
'tsunami' coming our way and there is considerable
uncertainty about whether more severe restrictions will be
placed upon us in coming days.
Our usual greeting hailing the change in our calendar could
all too easily be dismissed as hollow words by some... but...
(I cannot help but insert a 'but' here!)... we are reminded
that God promises to make all things new.
In the uncertainty and confusion of times like this, I'm drawn to words right at the end of
the Bible and right at the end of Revelation (Ch 21). After all the trials and tribulations of
the last days have been presented in a vision to the writer John, a proclamation of a new
heaven and new earth is announced:

Then the one who sits on the throne said, "And now I make all things new!"
He also said to me, "Write this, because these words are true and can be
trusted."
Such words, inspired by the resurrection, are the basis for our Christian perspective of
hope, even in the face of the worst that can be encountered.
Dwelling on the idea of faith in the face of adversity brought to mind the words of Minnie
Haskins. I first encountered these words in the moving film The King's Speech; they were
spoken by George VI in his Christmas 1939 broadcast to a country facing the uncertainly of
war. Minnie Haskins was involved in the Methodist mission in Lambeth and in 1907 she
departed for Madras with the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society. To raise funds for
the work she published a small volume of poetry The Desert in 1912 which included the
poem God Knows. The words that are often referred to as 'The Gate of the Year' are in fact
a preamble to her lesser known poem. I've included the full poem for you to read on
another page later. For now I pray you will find these words, and those from Revelation,
give you strength, as they do me, to be able to speak of a Happy New Year:
Continued/….

And I said to the man who stood at the gate of the year:
“Give me a light that I may tread safely into the unknown.”
And he replied:
“Go out into the darkness and put your hand into the Hand of God.
That shall be to you better than light and safer than a known way.”
So I went forth, and finding the Hand of God, trod gladly into the night.
And He led me towards the hills and the breaking of day in the lone East.

‘God Knows'
by Minnie Louise Haskins (1875-1957)
So heart be still:
What need our little life
Our human life to know,
If God hath comprehension?
In all the dizzy strife
Of things both high and low,
God hideth His intention.
God knows. His will
Is best. The stretch of years
Which wind ahead, so dim
To our imperfect vision,
Are clear to God. Our fears
Are premature; In Him,
All time hath full provision.
Then rest: until
God moves to lift the veil
From our impatient eyes,
When, as the sweeter features
Of Life's stern face we hail,
Fair beyond all surmise
God's thought around His creatures
Our mind shall fill.

What’s in a Word?
As the new year dawns, many of us are perhaps wondering
what new year resolutions, if any, we should adopt, as well as
hoping that 2022 will prove to be a much better year than its
predecessor, 2021. I think I speak for all of us when I say, 2021
proved something of a disappointment in light of how difficult

2020 was. Most of us hoped that the dreaded Covid would be a
thing of the past, and that we would be able to get on with life in
a way that meant seeing family and friends, not wearing masks,
and churches being opened for worship. Instead, many
restrictions remained in place, and instead of abating, the virus continues to mutate and spread.
So, what of this new year that is nearly upon us? What are your hopes and dreams for yourself, your
family, and as part of a local church? Perhaps setting some goals might seem a bit overwhelming, or

you fear that you will not be able to make it past January 31st. I mean, who hasn’t made the brave
declaration to lose weight, taken out a gym membership in January, only to get to January 31 st with
only one visit to gym under one’s belt? So, what if we took a different approach to the new year?
A few years ago, I came across the concept of having a “word for the year”. The idea is that such a
word will help inspire you into the year, as well as create a point of focus for how you engage with
events as they unfold. I adopted this practice and have found it a useful habit which helped me
immensely with the way I approached life. My previous words have included, Courageous, Sacrifice
(that was a testing year!), and Hope. I’m still undecided on a word for 2022 and perhaps you might
want to join me with this practice.
A good approach is to pray and ask God to inspire you with a word. Spend a few minutes praying
and reading your bible and see where that takes you. It might be that you choose a verse for the year
instead of a year, but my prayer for all of us is that 2022 would be one of abundance, new
beginnings, and one in which we experience God’s amazing love for us. If you decide to try for
word of the year, do let me know how you get on with it.
God’s blessings and a happy new year to you all.
Deacon Ramona

NEWS FROM OUR CIRCUIT
SAFEGUARDING OFFICER
Dear Friends,
I cannot believe that I have been in post as your Circuit Safeguarding
Officer for a year now.
It has been an interesting, challenging and rewarding year where I
have been able to meet many more of you around the circuit, albeit
mostly on zoom!
At this point I would like to share the highlights of what we have achieved this year and what I would like
us to work on in 2022.
Firstly, thank you to everyone of you who has completed their Foundation and/or Advanced Creating
Safe Space training this year. This commitment to ensuring our knowledge and practises are up to date
is what is central to the life and mission of the Church.
Some of you have supported me in getting our Safer Recruitment forms off to a great start. Thank you to
the Church Safeguarding Officers and 3 Local Preachers who have tested
(sometimes more than once!) the new forms before they were sent out to the wider
“The Church is
group.
only as strong
There has been a very good response from individuals in using the google forms
and effective
instead of the paper forms and this is enabling us as a Circuit to ensure we have the
as the people
correct training and support for all our volunteers as well as making sure we are
meeting our requirements as set by the Connexion.
like yourself
who dedicate
their time,
energy and
enthusiasm to
work with and

The forms are now available for all Local Preachers and Worship Leaders - please
speak to your Church Safeguarding Officer if you have not received the link to the
forms.
This brings me onto the focus for next year, which is to continue to expand the
groups the forms are being set to, so that in time we have covered all existing
volunteers and have the forms in place for new volunteers.

serve others.”

I will continue to set dates for the Foundation Creating Safe Space module and
these will be sent out in the new year. Thank you to the individuals who have said
they will be assisting with the training as zoom hosts/pastoral support and trainers. There will be face to
face as well as online training available.
Finally, I would like to leave you with some words from Tim Carter, Connexional Director of
Safeguarding, who says in the training handbook:
“The Church is only as strong and effective as the people like yourself who dedicate their time,
energy and enthusiasm to work with and serve others.”
Thank you for playing your part.
God bless,
Esther
Esther Burton - Circuit Safeguarding Officer
safeguarding@chelmsfordcircuit.org.uk
07511 563919

Reminiscences of a Methodist preacher

6: New Horizons

My previous reminiscence (No.5) described how, during 1961, I was being challenged to
accept the call to train as a Methodist Local Preacher in the Reading Circuit; I still had one
more year before I would be fully qualified as an Electrical and Electronics Engineer; and
romance had returned to my life at a time when I had thought to remain a bachelor. I have
clear recollection of the growing affection between Pam and myself. I can clearly recollect
realising that my career in Electronics would not be progressed further by a long-term
commitment to the small company in Wokingham which had taken me on as an “over-age”
trainee when I had completed my 2 years of National Service in 1957. Yet my memories of
accepting the challenge to train as a Local Preacher are strangely vague. All I was sure of
was that I was in a valley and could not see beyond it.
I could understand why John Henry Newman wrote:
Lead, kindly light, amid the encircling gloom, lead thou me on.
The night is dark, and I am far from home; lead thou me on.
Keep thou my feet; I do not ask to see

The distant scene; one step enough for me.
But I DID want to see the distant scene. What world lay beyond the sides of the valley?
In 1962 our Sunday evening fellowship group at Bourne Memorial Methodist Church in
Reading travelled to Derbyshire for the Cliff College Whitsun Festival, as we had done for a
few years. I cannot recall what was said at any specific meeting, but the conviction grew
that if I were to trust the words “Lead thou me on”, then my next step would be to apply to
train at Cliff College after my qualification as an Electrical and Electronics Engineer had
been confirmed. Somehow – though I couldn’t see how – faith and engineering would be
linked.
And so, in 1962/1963 I again
found myself a “student” with
lectures and homework (but
now Biblical studies, theology
and
outreach
replaced
technology). I was living in the
dramatic scenery of the Peak District in Derbyshire, getting
to know the area as I rode my motorbike to lead services on Sundays at local Methodist
chapels and Wesleyan Reform chapels in small towns and scattered villages: I had to learn
NOT to refer to Wesleyan Reform folk as “Methodists” even though they used the
Methodist Hymn Book! I was involved in various missions: on one occasion I was the only
one in a mission team who admitted to having any musical ability – and was handed an old
piano-accordion (never having handled one before) to lead the hymns and choruses!

Somehow, we got through!
I had some concern early on, how my somewhat liberal understanding of Scripture would
be regarded at Cliff College. But the tutors proved capable of holding us together across a
wide spectrum. However, I gave my testimony at one fellowship meeting, and another
student called out “Praise God! you received the second blessing!” I had no idea what he
was talking about. I’ve read about it since – but still have no sense of such an experience.
The winter of 1962-1963 proved to be a bad one across most of the country. For weeks we
were snowbound – there was no way I could get to Reading by motorbike for occasional
weekends. The relationship between Pam and me was limited to exchanges of letters – but
absence can – and did - make the heart grow fonder.
At last, the thaw set in, revealing daffodils struggling to reach
the sun through the Derbyshire snowdrifts. About then we had a
visiting speaker who described the work of the Far East
Broadcasting Company, a network of radio transmitting stations
with the objective of “communicating the Good News among
the nations until every man, woman, and child has heard the
Gospel of Jesus Christ”. Among various opportunities was their
need for electronic engineers.
Could it be that I was being pointed towards a new horizon? If so, I was lacking the right
experience. So far, I had not been involved with wireless transmission and reception.
Then an advertisement in the national press seemed to be another sign: the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company, in Chelmsford (I had no idea where that was!) was recruiting
electronic engineers. My time at Cliff College came to an end. I applied to Marconi, was
invited to an interview, and was accepted, with a start date in October 1963, my place of
work to be in New Street, Chelmsford.

But I would need somewhere to stay while I looked for more permanent accommodation.
To begin with I hoped to find lodging in Chelmsford for 5 days a week, returning to my
Reading home at weekends. An appeal made through the Superintendent minister of the
Chelmsford Circuit brought no offers. But an appeal through the Salvation Army put me in
touch with an elderly widowed lady living in Moulsham Drive.
Her home became my home for a year: “Auntie Kath” was to become a family friend for
her remaining years. She had met at least one of the criteria of Matthew 25:34-40: “I was
a stranger and you invited me in”. And she was the first person I had met who spoke with
the old Essex dialect that I became more familiar with in later years in the north of Essex,
where Essex meets Suffolk. A wet day would not be greeted with “It’s raining” but “Thar’s
rainin’, thar is”.
And so, I settled into my new occupation as a member of a team of test engineers, based
at the Marconi factory in New Street, Chelmsford, receiving new-build electronic
equipment from a production line, putting it through the specified test and inspection
requirements, tracing and rectifying faults, tuning and aligning circuitry. At weekends I
would lead worship when planned within the Reading Circuit as a local preacher on-trial, and
spend as much time as possible with Pam.

On Christmas Day 1963 Pam accepted my proposal of marriage. And it was now up to me
to explore the possibilities of where we might set up home together, somewhere within
reasonable commuting distance of Chelmsford. After some fruitless searching, it was
“Auntie Kath” who asked if I had considered looking in Braintree: “Braintree? Where’s
that?” I asked in my ignorance. But her suggestion was a good one: Braintree was to
become our home town from September 1964 to June 1988, nearly 24 years.
24 years? What could have happened to the new horizons? I had thought that the call I
had responded to in 1963 was to prepare for involvement in Christian broadcasting – my
time in Marconi would provide the experience I lacked in wireless transmission and
reception. How could I have been so wrong? So now, how could my faith and my
engineering be linked?
I had not learned the lesson that God had given to Israel, through Isaiah:
‘ “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways” declares the
Lord’. (Isaiah 55:8).

David Dickens
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CHRISTMAS WORK WITH SANDIE
IN THE MALDON SECTION

Advent packs made up ready for Sandie to
distribute to children and families in the Maldon

section of the Circuit ready for Christmas.

Stainless Window made for Reality Church
Club on 29th November to be displayed in
the Hatfield Peverel community windows of
The Duke of Wellington pub.

CHRISTMAS AT BROOMFIELD
Decorating the Church
On Tuesday 30th November a group of folk met to
decorate both the inside and outside of the church
ready for Christmas. Two Christmas trees were
decorated with wooden stars and lights. The church
tree had stars with the names of those of our church
family who are now with their friend Jesus as well as
words like Love, Peace and Joy written on them. The
other tree remembered the names of babies who had
been stillborn and the number of stars on the tree was
a stark reminder of how often this happened and of the
pain as well as the joy of Christmas. Lights were also
would round the tree in the car park and on both
church notice boards. The nativity scene was set up in
the front porch and the Christmas tree was decorated
with much love as we remembered our lovely Janice
who lost her life to COVID last January.
Messy Church
We were delighted to be able to hold our first “face to
face Messy Church” for almost two years on Monday
6th December. To make it as COVID safe as possible
families collected a food bag on entering the church and it
was lovely to see families picnicking around the church.
Instead of sitting down altogether for a story, families
were directed to our nativity trail. Several folk had kindly
agreed to film themselves as characters in the nativity
telling their part in the story. So families started with the
angel, Mary, Joseph, the Innkeepers wife and a shepherd,
including some friendly sheep, and ended with the stories
of the wisemen and their encounter with Herod. At the
end of the trail each child was given an angel, knitted by
our ladies, to hang on their Christmas tree. Then there
were the usual craft activities to complete. The children
also took home “Take home bags” with some additional
activities to complete at home.
It was great to see the church buzzing with the excited
sounds of children and their parents and carers and there
was much positive feedback when it was time for us to
say, “Goodbye.” It was great to welcome families who had

been to Messy Church before and those who
came for the first time. We can only pray that all
who came felt welcome and sensed the presence
of God as they took part in all the activities on
offer.
Carols on the Car Park
On Saturday 18th December the front car park was
flooded with candlelight and we were delighted to
welcome families from the village to help us sing a
medley of Christmas carols and songs, ably led by
Ramona. This was great fun and a most enjoyable evening. Mulled wine, (non-alcoholic of
course!) and mince pies were offered as a welcome break from singing!

Eco Church news
We are thrilled to have received our bronze award and our plaque is now proudly displayed
on the front of the church. We are not resting on our laurels, however, and we are looking
to ways in which we can work towards our silver award in the New Year. One idea is to
invite people to bring their once loved tools, or those sitting in a garage or work room and
no longer used, to the church to be sent off for refurbishment before being offered to
those who can make use of them.

Scarecrow Making
In the last newsletter we reported that we had been
asked to take part in the village scarecrow hunt, due
to take part in the October half term holidays. Here
is a photo of our offering sitting at the bus stop
outside the church! A number of people posed with
him for selfies!!

Dianne Hodgkinson

Celebration of 60 Years as Local Preacher
for Mrs Jo Newell

At a special service in the Chelmsford Circuit, a celebration marking 60 years as a Local
Preacher was held for Mrs Jo Newell on 19th September 2021, The Circuit superintendent,
Rev'd Mark Pengelly, and Rev'd Anne Sardeson (URC minister) shared in leading the
service; friend of many years Rev'd Olufemi Cole-Njie read from Romans 12:1-18 and Jo
gave testimony to her lifelong faith linking her thoughts to favourite hymns.
A 60 years certificate from the Connexional Local Preachers' office was presented by the
secretaries of the Circuit Preachers Meeting Kay & Russ Burton.
The Burnham-on-Crouch friends treated the congregation to splendid tea to close.

Thanks be to God for sustaining us through the years.

CIRCUIT END OF YEAR ECO ROUND-UP
The eyes of the world were on the UK in 2021 as both hosts of the G7
talks and COP26. Whilst there were intentions set to reduce the use of
coal, end subsidies to the fossil fuel industry, increase financial support
to those already affected by climate change, there was little firm
commitment or a timeline as to when this would happen. The good
news is that COP26 agreed to meet again in 2022 rather than wait
another 5 years so we need to keep the pressure up with our elected representatives for
firm action to be taken.
The Methodist Church in Great Britain also made a significant commitment and has agreed
to divest from all existing investments in fossil fuels. This also applies to monies held by
local churches with the Central Finance Board.
As many of you will be aware, at the beginning of 2021, the Chelmsford Circuit created an
ECO strategy – a list of our intentions to focus on caring for God’s creation. As the year
comes to an end it’s helpful to look back and see what has been accomplished during that
time.
How did we do in 2021? These were our goals.
50% of Methodist churches registered as ECO Churches.
Update – Of the 8 Methodist churches in the Circuit, 4
are registered, including 2 that have bronze awards and
one pending. Of the 5 LEPs 3 are registered.

Create a Circuit ECO committee/team comprising one
representative from each church and a Circuit Steward
responsible for circuit environmental issues to look at
practical steps, grants available etc.
Update – We have held regular Zoom coffee mornings every couple of months and the
Circuit has been well represented. Some churches have identified ECO champions. A
Circuit Steward with an ECO ‘brief’ has been appointed.
Establish an annual circuit ECO Sunday.
Update – Many churches used a climate theme for their Harvest Festival and a Circuit
Youtube Climate Sunday service was broadcast.
Continued/…...

Implement training for local preachers and worship leaders to inspire and assist them
address environmental concerns in worship either through occasional or regular inputs
to worship.
Update – The type of training needed has been raised with local preachers and worship
leaders. Access to outside training is proving difficult. Carried forward to 2022
Every Church Council and Circuit Meeting to include ‘Caring for God’s Creation’ as an
agenda item.
Update – This is now happening at the Circuit meeting and hopefully at your Church
Councils too.
Each Church to debate divestment from fossil fuels in addition to a Circuit debate on
divestment.
Update – Trinity Church made a commitment to divestment in October 2020. The
decision of CFB to divest has largely meant that this has been done in all churches.
However, it would also be helpful and a significant declaration to our communities if
individual churches were to commit to divestment and not to invest in fossil fuels in the
future. Carried forward to 2022.
Don’t be shy!
Encourage church members to engage with local environmental
By telling
issues and to take personal responsibility as part of their Christian
others
discipleship.
about our
Update – through preaching, teaching and the development of the commitment
Circuit ECO strategy, members are being widely encouraged and
we are
supported to do this. Please let us know your personal stories of sharing the
how you are engaging with local projects or any lifestyle changes gospel – the
you have made.
good news.
All churches to share what environmental steps they are taking in
Church and Circuit magazines/websites and social media.
Update – This is happening but we could always do more! Don’t be shy. By telling others
about our commitment we are sharing the gospel – the good news.
Thank you for all your hard work, enthusiasm and prayer regarding this matter. There is
still much work to be done to heal our planet and we will be considering how we can
build on this work into 2022 and beyond.
God bless,
Sheridan Pengelly
ECO Circuit Steward

Dear Friends,
Amidst all the current covid updates, I’m sure we still
remember the news from Afghanistan on our
television screens last August. Watching the panic as
people attempted to flee Afghanistan via Kabul
airport was shocking and upsetting. As families
arrived in the UK, so there has been a huge response from people wanting to help. As
volunteer co-ordinator for Essex Integration, I have been busy responding to local offers of
help, and have been privileged to meet some wonderful people, who just want to support
where they can.
Essex Integration have now resettled 10 Afghan families throughout Essex with a
potential 15 more in 2022. Some have already found employment and others have joined
our schemes in preparation for work; the children are in schools and parents have started
ESOL classes. Volunteers are linking with the families as befrienders, helping them to learn
English and to integrate in the local community.
Afghan families are also being supported in temporary accommodation in 3 different
hotels, with the hope that they will find more permanent homes in the very near future.
Thanks to the response to requests for help in earlier emails and newsletters, our
volunteers and supporters now include many of you from across the circuit. Some are
befriending families who have found homes in different parts of our circuit and others are
supporting with teaching English and other classes, using zoom to link up with people
across Essex and beyond.
There are also many who are supporting in the background, sending prayers and messages
of support.
Please do continue to pray for the people of Afghanistan as they struggle with famine and
poverty, the situation exacerbated by covid, politics and drought.
We think especially of women and girls who now struggle to access education and their
human rights.
And we pray for those who are settling in Essex and across the UK as they adjust to the
challenges of settling in a new environment.
Whatever you are doing and whatever way you are helping, thank you so much!
If you are interested in volunteering or would like to find out more, please do contact me
at dianeoneill1010@gmail.com or phone me on 07749 888827.

TRINITY’S NEW PROJECT
Towards One World
This project has been running at Trinity for around forty years. We take our inspiration
from the tale of the man found throwing starfish back into the sea, on a beach on which
huge numbers of them had been stranded by the outgoing tide. When told he could not
possibly make any difference, the problem being so vast, he replied, as he threw another
one back, “It made a difference to that one!”.
So, we become aware of a situation, anywhere in the world, where we can commit to
make a difference in a small way, in a situation which may be overwhelming when viewed
overall. Examples of this, in past years, have been to finance the purchase of motorbikes
for leprosy workers to use in Nigeria, to finance building the base for a new community
building in South Africa and to pay for the development of land usage skills in an
impoverished area in Ethiopia.

SEEDS OF GRACE IN ZIMBABWE
Our current project commits to finance, over two years or so, at a cost of around £4000,
the acquisition of twenty cycles for Methodist ministers
to use in Zimbabwe, a country in which many of the
ministers live in often severe poverty and in which they,
nevertheless, have to travels large distances to minister
to their people. We have been prompted in this by one
of our own members, who is working already to alleviate
such difficulty. Supporters make regular, or on- off,
donations (often Gift Aided, which helps to build up the
total raised).
All are welcome to give support, details from Karen Murrell.
karen.murrell@chelmsfordcircuit.org.uk

Check out Evangelism and Growth
Webinars & Events

https://www.methodist.org.uk/evangelismwebinars/

Evangelism for Leaders Course
This course is for leaders who really want to reach new people but also understand
that evangelism is a word with baggage. It's for leaders who want to discover their inner
evangelists - and it's for those who'd rather they remained undiscovered! It's for leaders
who are thinking: 'evangelism was never part of my training for ministry' or 'if I mention
evangelism in my place, everyone will run a mile and never come back'. It's for leaders who
are wondering how to help others grow in confidence in their faith. It's for leaders who know
they have a responsibility when it comes to evangelism, but are busy people trying to keep
the show on the road. It's for leaders who are questioning whether evangelism is possible in a
holistic, inclusive, relational and authentic way.
This is a free course for all leaders in the Methodist Church (lay and ordained, paid and
unpaid, including but not exclusive to Chairs, Superintendents, Presbyters, Deacons,
Local Lay Pastors, Pioneers, Children, Youth and/or Family Workers, Chaplains, Church or
Circuit Stewards, or leaders of mission, social action or outreach projects).
In 2020 the Methodist Conference adopted a Church-wide strategy for Evangelism and
Growth, deepening our commitment to being an evangelistic Church. Leaders are crucial
for this commitment. This course aims to equip leaders in their contexts to: confidently
model what it means to follow our shared calling to evangelism; to intentionally prioritise and
promote evangelism and to cultivate a culture of confident, authentic faith sharing which
raises up those spiritually gifted as Evangelists. There are five sessions, each two hours long:
•

Session 1: Evangelism: actually good news? - exploring our theology of evangelism.

• Session 2: Everyone an Evangelist: even me? - exploring our own identities as
evangelists.
• Session 3: Are we making disciple-making disciples? - exploring how to enable and
encourage evangelism in our places.
• Session 4: Action planning for evangelism - exploring practical steps for encouraging a
culture of evangelism in our places.
• Session 5 (roughly six months later): How do we know we're doing evangelism right? - a
chance to review, listen for God and look to the future.
The course will run online, choose the option which suits you and book below:
February-March 2022 course: Tuesdays from 10.30am-12.30pm on: 1st February, 8th
February, 22nd February, 1st March and the 6th September. Please note - the first four
sessions run over a five week period with a one week break in the middle, and the fifth
session is six months later.
May-June 2022 course: Thursdays from 7.00-9.00pm on: 19th May, 26th May, 9th June,
16th June and the 1st December 2022. Please note - the first four sessions run over a five
week period with a one week break in the middle, and the fifth session is six months later.
Register
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/evangelism-for-methodist-leaders-course-may-junedec-22tickets-163514505287
If you have any questions please contact Holly Adams, Evangelism and Contemporary
Culture Officer on adamsh@methodistchurch.org.uk

WEEKLY PRAYERS
Join us for prayers and quiet contemplation.
7pm Mondays with Rev. Barry Allen—Barry Allen’s Facebook
7pm Wednesdays with Ramona Samuel— Ramona’s Facebook
6pm Friday with Rev. Mark Pengelly—Mark’s Facebook

(Subject to holidays and day’s off. These will confirmed
each week on
Individual Facebook and The Circuit Facebook Pages.

https://www.facebook.com/chelmsfordcircuit/
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
The next Circuit Meeting is on
Tuesday 22nd February 2022
On Zoom. Details from the Circuit Administrator nearer the time.

Thank you for reading this newsletter.
This is YOUR Newsletter and we welcome and encourage
all members to participate.
A big thank you to all those who have contributed to our newsletter.
It’s very much appreciated and good to share within the Circuit.

Circuit Administrator: Karen Murrell.
Email: karen.murrell@chelmsfordcircuit.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/chelmsfordcircuit
http://www.chelmsfordcircuit.co.uk

‘Share your news’
Deadline for
March & April 22
to Karen by Mid
February at latest.

facebook.com/chelmsfordcircuit
twitter.com/TrinityChelmsf1

CIRCUIT WEBSITE
www.chelmsfordcircuit.org.uk

